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Copilot for Microsoft 365 

Built on Microsoft’s comprehensive approach

Security Compliance Privacy Responsible AI



Copilot Studio
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Copilot

Goes far beyond simple questions and 

answers to tame the complexity, 

eliminate the drudgery, and reclaim 

time at work.

With Copilot now you can

• Comb across all your work data to solve

the most complex problems at work.

• Find whatever you need in your files

(even if you forgot they existed), connect

the dots across your content.

• Integrate with the apps you use to run

your business.



Copilot in Teams Meetings



Copilot in Teams

Copilot helps you run effective 

meetings, get up to speed, organize 

key discussion points, and summarize 

actions. 

With Copilot now you can:

• Summarize what you’ve missed in a

meeting.

• Create a table of pros and cons for [topic].

• What decisions were made, and what are

some suggested next steps?



Intelligent recap in Copilot

Intelligent recap

Built-in and 
automated

Standardized

Video, speaker, 
and chapter 
markers

Available after 
meeting only 

Copilot in Teams

On-demand 

Based on unique 
prompts

Conversational 
interaction, with 

citations.

Available real-time
(during and after 

meeting)

Use built-in meeting summaries and ask any question about the meeting

*Intelligent recap is also available in Teams Premium



Copilot in Outlook



Copilot in Outlook

Helps you stay on top of your inbox 

and create impactful communication 

in a fraction of the time. 

With Copilot now you can:

• Summarize an email thread and suggest

action items, replies, and follow-up me

• Choose “Sounds like me” to match your

unique writing style and voice.

• Follow along with a Teams meeting right

from Outlook. Organizer will be notified

to record it and Copilot will notify you

when the recording is ready.



Copilot in Word



Copilot in Word

Transforms the writing process to 

make you more creative and efficient.

With Copilot now you can:

• Create a summary of any document to

share as a recap or quickly get up to

speed.

• “Rewrite” a paragraph or save time on

formatting by asking Copilot to generate

a table from your copy.

• Create custom graphics right in the

document with Microsoft Designer, which

will pull from stock images, or your own

uploads in the chat.



Copilot in Excel with Python



Copilot in Excel

Enables anyone to analyze and 

visualize data like a data analyst.

With Copilot now you can:

• Create powerful, professional 

visualizations, generate forecasts, and 

save time sorting through data with 

Python in Excel.

• Prompt: “make all cells red where the 

value is under 1000,” filter and sort your 

data

• Ask questions about your data to 

instantly uncover key insights.



Copilot with Data security



Copilot in PowerPoint

Copilot helps you turn your ideas

into stunning presentations.

With Copilot now you can:

• Create a five-slide presentation based

on a Word document, include relevant

stock photos.

• Consolidate this presentation into

a three-slide summary.

• Reformat these three bullets into

three columns, each with a picture.



Copilot in Loop

Unlocks the power of shared thinking, 

helps cocreate, stay up to date, and 

pick up where others left off.

With Copilot now you can

• Create a summary of any document to

share as a recap or quickly get up to

speed.

• “Rewrite” a paragraph or save time on

formatting by asking Copilot to generate

a table from your copy.

• Create custom graphics right in the

document with Microsoft Designer, which

will pull from stock images, or your own

uploads in the chat.



Copilot in OneNote

Helps you find all the insights and 

information you need.

With Copilot now you can

• Ask open-ended questions related to an

individual file or get a summary of the

content, without ever opening a file

across OneDrive and SharePoint.



Microsoft 365 Copilot Security and privacy



Microsoft’s AI principles

Fairness Reliability

& Safety

Privacy &

Security

Inclusiveness

Transparency

Accountability

Microsoft Cloud —

AI you can trust

Your data is your data.

Your data is not used to train 

the OpenAI foundation models 

without permission. 

Your data is protected by the 

most comprehensive enterprise 

compliance and security controls.



Customer Copyright Commitment 

We stand behind 

our Copilot 

customers

We are sensitive 
to the concerns 

of authors

Copyright 

guardrails are built 

into the product

Use Copilot services with confidence 



Microsoft Copilot

Dashboard

Available today



Teams Premium and Microsoft 365 Copilot
Accelerate your AI journey

Brings together advanced capabilities across 

Microsoft Teams to make collaboration more 

secure, intelligent and engaging 

Enhance your teamwork 

Built-in generative AI to get you started

Teams Premium 

Your AI assistant at work that works alongside you 

within the Microsoft 365 apps and in a standalone 

experience to help you navigate any task

Enhance individual productivity 

Generative AI based on your unique prompts

Microsoft 365 Copilot



Thank you
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